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Soups are a versatile dish that can range from thin consommés to hearty almost stew-like

dishes. They can be vegetarian, meat or even fruit based and there are even dessert soups.

With over 1000 recipe this book covers every aspect of soup and soup making with chapters

devoted to vegetarian, vegetable, meat, fish, fruit, chilled, seasonal, classic winter-warming,

curried and mushroom soups. There are also separate chapters devoted to African and

Oriental soups. In addition you get a chapter on the history of soups, illustrated with 139

recipes covering stone age, medieval, Tudor and Elizabethan, Stuart, Georgian and Victorian

soups (basically soup making from 6000 BCE to the 1910s). The chapter is illustrated with

example period soups derived from at least two authentic period sources.As well as a huge

range of over 1000 soups, over 60 countries are covered, showing that soup and soup making

is a truly global phenomenon. There are also soups for wild ingredients as well as all the

classics like tomato soup, oxtail soup, minestrone, celery, spinach, oriental pork and many

more classics, including cream soups and chowders.With a nod towards modern soup making

there is a complete chapter giving soup recipes that can be made in a crockpot (slow cooker),

pressure cooker or even a microwave. The whole world of soup is presented to you in a single

book.

My husband has been advised to cut his intake of carbs, so I was excited to find this book. I

have started to bake with almond flour, so I'm eager to try these recipes. They were well written

and the pictures are beautiful. Nicely done!ArleneFrom the AuthorI've been a professional chef

for over fifteen years and a passionate advocate for the ketogenic diet. My areas of expertise

include recipe development, healthy meal plans, and professional cooking. I help people to be

more healthy while still enjoying delicious food.I have loved baking since my childhood. I

always collect new recipes as well as develop my own. First, I learned how to bake classic pies,

then plunged into traditional European recipes. I studied the art of baking with the best

American and European chefs.Most of all, I like to experiment with bread. Variations of baking

with different kinds of flour opened incredible opportunities for creativity. I've developed and

baked bread for both ketogenic and Paleo diets. It's gluten-free and grain-free as well.Delicious

bread exists for any occasion, and it decorates any table from everyday to festive. My friends

always know that they can eat my fresh, fragrant I'm baking at work and at home. In the bakery,

my assistants help me, and the technologists and cooks improve the recipes and methods of

baking. At home, I bake with my family, and even the children participate in this fascinating

process.And I generously share my keto bread recipes and the secrets of mastery with my

readers. Let your house be filled with the cozy smell of freshly baked bread!From the Inside

FlapKeto Bread RecipesKeto Bun RecipesKeto Bagel RecipesKeto Cracker RecipesKeto

Breadstick RecipesKeto Muffin RecipesCoconut Flour Keto Bread RecipesAlmond Flour Keto

Bread RecipesFrom the Back CoverThis Keto Bread Cookbook is a gift for all the low carb

eaters and bread-lovers, as each of its recipes has been tailored to comply with every existing

low carb rule and can be freely added to a keto menu. Take a try on various crunchy loaves

and choose your favorites. There is nothing like a bunch of fresh, fragrant bread with a piece of

fancied butter, cheese, or bacon for a great breakfast! All the kinds and flavors you could have

only dreamt about are now there for you to cook and eat.About the AuthorJennifer Tate is

a wellness expert in nutrition and healthy lifestyles. She is the author of several cookbooks and



nutritional guidebooks. She has been a professional chef for over 15 years and a passionate

advocate for healthy food.Her areas of expertise include recipe development, healthy meal

plans, and professional cooking.She helps people be more healthy and enjoy delicious

food.Read more
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Introduction.Introduction — SoupsIn essence, a soup is a dish of meat, fish, shellfish and/or

vegetables cooked in a water or stock base. As a result a soup can be described as being

primarily a liquid food that is generally served warm or hot (though there are chilled soups) that

is prepared by boiling various ingredients in a liquid base. Hot soups are additionally

characterized by boiling solid ingredients in liquids in a pot until the flavours are extracted,

forming a broth.Soups are closely related to stews and in some cases there is no clear

distinction between the two (eg Welsh Cawl, Scottish Scotch Broth and French Le Garbure)

though the typical distinction is that soups are usually more liquid than stews.A Brief History of

Soup-makingBeing liquid and cooked over direct heat, soups required watertight containers

before they could be made. This means that soups could be as old as human hunter-gatherer

societies. Woven baskets of grasses and reeds can be made water-tight and any liquid in these

can be warmed and boiled by dropping in hot stones. The pelts of short-furred animals can

also be turned into watertight baskets and these can be set over a fire to boil (the fur singes,

forming a flame-proof barrier).However, it is probably only with the advent of fire-proof pottery

that soups in the modern sense became commonplace and even up to Victorian times soups

were prepared in closed earthenware containers that were baked in the local bread

oven.Archaeologically, there is evidence for soup making from Spain dating back to 6000 years

BCE. With the development of metals, particularly bronze and iron the use of pots for cooking

became commonplace and many more types of stews, broths and soups were cooked. Indeed,

during the European middle ages and right up to late Stuart times (the 1680s) soups were

more commonly pottages, the broth left over from boiling meats thickened with bread and

served as an additional course.Ancient Romans made soups based on barley and two recipes

can be found in Apicius’ De Re Coquinaria (they can be found in the chapter on the History of

Soups and Historic Soups). The modern term soup or soop comes into use in English during

the 1390s and recipes for both soups and pottages can be found in The Forme of Cury (1390).

This was a roll of cookery written down by the master chefs of king Richard II and it contains

several recipes for pottages and soups. The word soup itself comes from the French soupe,

which itself is derived from the Vulgar Latin suppa (literally ‘bread soaked in broth’), This term

itself comes from the same Germanic root that also gives us ‘sops’ (bread used to soak up the

liquid of a soup or stew).Interestingly, the word restaurant also derives from a term for soup.

The word was first used in the 16th century in France and referred to a highly concentrated,

inexpensive soup, sold by street vendors that was deemed to be a restorative (the word

<restaurant> literally means ‘[something] restoring’). In 1765, a Parisian entrepreneur opened a

shop specializing in such soups which he termed a ‘restaurant’ and the term stuck but later

came to mean any establishment selling food.During Tudor times in Britain, soups were mainly

pottages, an extra dish made from the stock or broth derived from boiling meats and

vegetables that were thickened with bread prior to serving.It was only in late Stuart times



(during the 1660s) that soups in the modern sense became established and accepted in

Britain. Their greatest proponent was Robert May. A full 20% of his 1660 book, the

Accomplished Cook is reserved for soups and pottages of all kinds. He was knowledgeable

about food trends in Europe: while he did not fully break with the prevalent food customs of the

Middle Ages, he did introduce new culinary concepts. Among his English pottages May

embraced recipes for French Bisques and Italian Brodos. His ‘soops’ called for savory

ingredients, such as spinach, carrots, artichokes, potatoes, skirrets, and parsnips. However,

like his Tudor antecedents May continued the medieval practice of pouring the liquids over

toasted bread before serving.During the subsequent Georgian period, soups as a separate

dish to be served during the first course became accepted and in Eliza Smith’s The Compleat

Housewife a range of soup recipes are given and her bills of fare for every month show soups

and bisques commonly appearing as a component of the first course. By the end of the

Georgian period, when Hannah Glasse was writing, French chefs were more commonplace in

England and a broader range of soups were being cooked. They were also staring to be

served as a separate course before the first course.In America, it was the publication of an

American edition of Eliza Smiths’ book by William Parks of Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1742 who

first introduced soups to the country and American versions of Hannah Glasse’s book and later

Eliza Acton’s Victorian cookbook introduced more soups to the country. French, Italian and

German immigrants also brought their own distinctive styles of soups to America. The first

book dedicated entirely to soups was the 1882 volume, Soups and Soup Making by Emma

Ewing.The Georgians also invented the first soup intended for long-term storage. This was the

Portable Soup prepared by boiling seasoned meat until a thick, resinous syrup was left that

could be dried and stored for months at a time. The Japanese miso is an example of a

concentrated soup paste. Portable soups were commonly made in Britain until the 1920s.It was

the Victorians, however, who made soups into a high art. No Victorian cookbook was complete

without a chapter on soups and soup making was also an expression of the Victorian love of

frugality. Any left-overs, bones, peelings etc were fed daily to the stockpot and it was this stock

that was used as a base for soups.The British love of soup was taken by them to Africa and to

India as the empire spread. This gave rise to Mulligatawny soup in India and various colonial

soups in Africa (is should be noted however that the most common use of ‘soup’ in African

English refers to a thick type of stew intended to be served with a soft accompaniment like fufu,

pounded yam, or boiled and mashed plantains or sweet potatoes). The French and Portuguese

also brought soup making to West and East Africa, respectively and examples of African soups

can be seen in the chapter on African Soups.Of course the culinary arts do not stop

progressing. The early 20th century saw a profusion of soup recipes as new and exotic

ingredients became increasingly available. The relative ease of international travel from the

1980s saw a novel form of cookery, fusion cuisine, where the flavours and techniques of one

culture are melded with those of another. Also, new technologies allowed for novel methods of

cookery and the preparation of soups proved an ideal arena for these technologies. Crockpot

(slow cookers) allowed soups to be produced at very low energy cost by cooking slowly for 18

hours or more.At the opposite end of the scale pressure cookers allowed recipes that would

take over night or even longer (those recipes calling for dried pulses or tough cuts of meat) to

be prepared in an hour or less. Soups also proved to be ideally suited to cooking in the

microwave and recipes sprang up that were healthy, tasty and could be prepared in minutes.

No book on soups would be truly complete today without a chapter on Crockpot, Microwave

and Pressure Cooker Soups.Types of SoupTraditionally, soups have been classified into two

types: clear soups and thick soups. This is based on the established French classification of



Escoffier, where the types of clear soup are either bouillon and consommé. Thick soups are

based on the type of thickening agent used: purées are vegetable soups thickened with starch;

bisques are made from puréed shellfish or vegetables thickened with cream; cream soups may

be thickened with béchamel sauce (or with a butter and flour roux with the subsequent addition

of milk or cream); and veloutés are thickened with eggs, butter, and cream.
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Middle Ages, he did introduce new culinary concepts. Among his English pottages May

embraced recipes for French Bisques and Italian Brodos. His ‘soops’ called for savory
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like his Tudor antecedents May continued the medieval practice of pouring the liquids over
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the Victorians, however, who made soups into a high art. No Victorian cookbook was complete

without a chapter on soups and soup making was also an expression of the Victorian love of

frugality. Any left-overs, bones, peelings etc were fed daily to the stockpot and it was this stock

that was used as a base for soups.The British love of soup was taken by them to Africa and to

India as the empire spread. This gave rise to Mulligatawny soup in India and various colonial

soups in Africa (is should be noted however that the most common use of ‘soup’ in African

English refers to a thick type of stew intended to be served with a soft accompaniment like fufu,

pounded yam, or boiled and mashed plantains or sweet potatoes). The French and Portuguese

also brought soup making to West and East Africa, respectively and examples of African soups

can be seen in the chapter on African Soups.Of course the culinary arts do not stop

progressing. The early 20th century saw a profusion of soup recipes as new and exotic

ingredients became increasingly available. The relative ease of international travel from the

1980s saw a novel form of cookery, fusion cuisine, where the flavours and techniques of one

culture are melded with those of another. Also, new technologies allowed for novel methods of

cookery and the preparation of soups proved an ideal arena for these technologies. Crockpot

(slow cookers) allowed soups to be produced at very low energy cost by cooking slowly for 18

hours or more.At the opposite end of the scale pressure cookers allowed recipes that would

take over night or even longer (those recipes calling for dried pulses or tough cuts of meat) to

be prepared in an hour or less. Soups also proved to be ideally suited to cooking in the

microwave and recipes sprang up that were healthy, tasty and could be prepared in minutes.

No book on soups would be truly complete today without a chapter on Crockpot, Microwave

and Pressure Cooker Soups.Types of SoupTraditionally, soups have been classified into two

types: clear soups and thick soups. This is based on the established French classification of

Escoffier, where the types of clear soup are either bouillon and consommé. Thick soups are

based on the type of thickening agent used: purées are vegetable soups thickened with starch;

bisques are made from puréed shellfish or vegetables thickened with cream; cream soups may

be thickened with béchamel sauce (or with a butter and flour roux with the subsequent addition



of milk or cream); and veloutés are thickened with eggs, butter, and cream.Historically,

pottages (potage in the original French) are soups thickened with bread — either breadcrumbs

or toasted or fried bread triangles.However, today there are also other ingredients used to

thicken soups and these include rice, lentils, flour, and grains. Starchy tubers can also be used

to thicken soups. Potatoes are commonplace in Europe, whilst plantains and yams are often

seen in sub-Saharan Africa.As well as the classic soup served either as a soup course, a

starer or a main course some soups are produced as desserts. These can be sweet soups

such as Chinese Tong Sui, or they can be milk-based soups like Muslim Ramadan soups or

Eastern European milk soups. A number of fruit soups are also served as dessert soups.

Some kinds of rice pudding (particularly if liquid) can also be considered as types of dessert

soup.Fruit soups are predominantly made from a fruit base. These can either be made with

fresh or dried fruit and can be served warm or cold. Some are prepared as dessert soups, but

others are intended as a starter or first course. The acidity of fruit soups was believed to act as

an enhancement to the appetite. Classic examples can be seen in the chapter on Fruit

Soups.Fruit soups are almost unheard of in America. I have hard reports that they are not

made in Western Europe or Africa, but this is untrue. Fruit soups are common in Germany and

Scandinavia and apple soups are commonly made in Britain. Coconut-based soups are also

common in West Africa (coconut is a fruit) and soups made from local forest fruit and lemons

are seen in Senegalese cookery.Cold or Chilled Soups: These are variants of traditional soups

where the soup is served at or even below room temperature. These can be fruit soups, but

can also be savoury soups; the classic example being Spanish gazpacho soup. Classic

examples can be seen in the chapter on Cold or Chilled Soups.Asian Soups: Like the original

European soups, Asiatic soups developed as a way of using-up the broth left over after cooking

meat, seafood or vegetables. Most Asian soups are typically clear soups or are thickened with

starch (tapioca or arrowroot). Asian soups also often contain tofu, a feature that makes them

entirely distinct to European-style soups. Classic examples can be seen in the chapter on

Oriental Soups.

Cream SoupsThe cream soup is one of the classic soup types, typically a puree of the main

ingredients in a cream stock base. Some are completely smooth, others have pieces of the

main ingredient to add texture.Broccoli, Blue Cheese and Potato Cream SoupThis is a

traditional British recipe for a classic soup of broccoli, blue cheese and potatoes in a vegetable

and cream base.Serves: 4Ingredients:2 tbsp olive oil2 potatoes, diced1 onion, diced225g (1/2

lb) broccoli florets125g blue cheese (eg Stilton), crumbled1l (4 1/2 cups) vegetable stock150ml

(2/3 cup) double creampinch of paprikasalt and freshly-ground black pepper, to

tasteMethod:Melt the oil in a large, heavy-based pan. Add the diced potato and onion and fry

gently for 5 minutes, stirring frequently. Reserve a few of the smaller broccoli florets as a

garnish then add the remainder to the soup.Stir in the stock and blue cheese then bring to a

boil. Reduce to a gentle simmer, cover the pan and continue cooking for about 25 minutes, or

until the potatoes are tender. Take off the heat and allow to cool slightly. Turn into a blender or

food processor (you may need to do this in batches) and process until you have a smooth

purée.Return the purée to the pan (wash this first) and stir in the cream and paprika. Adjust the

seasonings to taste then allow to gently re-heat (do not boil).In the meantime, blanch the

reserved broccoli florets in a pan of boiling water for about 2 minutes. Drain with a slotted

spoon and set aside.Pour the soup into warmed bowls, garnish with the blanched broccoli and

a dusting of paprika. Serve immediately.Celery Cream SoupThis is a traditional British recipe

for a classic celery soup made in a white stock base with onions and tomato pure that’s



thickened with a flour roux and finished with cream.Serves: 4–6Ingredients:2 onions,

chopped50g (2 oz) butter1l (4 oz) white stock or water500g (1 lb) celery, chopped2 tsp soup

seasoning2 tsp paprika1 tbsp tomato purée25g (1 oz) flour125ml (1/2 cup) single cream (or

evaporated milk)Method:Heat the butter in a pan and use to fry the onions until soft and

translucent (about 5 minutes). Add the white stock, the celery, the soup seasoning, paprika and

tomato purée. Bring to a boil, reduce to a simmer and cook, gently, for about 45 minutes. Take

off the heat and allow to cool before puréeing the mixture in a food processor or a blender until

smooth.Return to a clean pan and allow to heat through. Meanwhile whisk the flour into the

cream until blended. Whisk this mixture into the hot soup and allow to cook gently until

thickened. Serve ladled in warmed soup bowls and garnished with freshly-chopped

parsley.Cream of Artichoke SoupThis is a traditional British recipe for a classic soup of

artichoke hearts, garlic and onion cooked in chicken stock that’s finished with sour

cream.Serves: 4Ingredients:180g (7 oz) marinated artichoke hearts3 large garlic cloves100g (4

oz) chopped onion2 tbsp flour600ml (2 1/2 cups) tinned or fresh condensed chicken

broth250ml (1 cup) sour creamfinely-chopped parsleyMethod:Drain the marinade from the

artichokes into a 2l saucepan. Crush the garlic and add to the marinade. Add the onion and

cook, covered, for 10 minutes over low heat. Blend-in the flour then slowly stir in 300ml broth

and heat to boiling, stirring. Boil for 1 minute, or until the mixture thickens. Add the hot mixture

to the artichokes and blitz in a blender until smooth then pass through a sieve into a saucepan.

Add the remaining broth and the sour cream. Heat to serving temperature, but do not

boil.Sprinkle each serving with parsley.Cream of Broccoli or Cauliflower SoupThis is a

traditional American recipe for a classic soup of cauliflower (or broccoli) cooked in a mix of milk

and chicken stock that’s finished with Velveeta cheese.Serves: 4Ingredients:6 tbsp butter or

margarine1 tbsp finely-chopped onion5 tbsp flour (add more for a thicker soup)250ml (1 cup)

chicken broth500ml (2 cups) milk3/4 tsp saltDash of pepper300g (2/3 lb) chopped broccoli

or300g (2/3 lb) fresh cauliflower, chopped very small180g (7 oz) Velveeta cheeseMethod:This

soup works as either a broccoli soup, a cauliflower soup or a cauliflower and broccoli soup.

Melt the butter in a large pan and use this to fry the onion until soft. Stir the flour into the butter

and onion mixture and cook for 1 minute before gradually adding the milk and chicken broth,

stirring all the while. Add the broccoli (and/or cauliflower) and simmer until tender (about 25

minutes).Allow to cool transfer to a blender to puree then return to the pan. Bring back to

serving temperature, add the cheese and continue cooking (but do not allow to boil) until the

cheese has melted. Season with salt and pepper and serve.Cream of Broccoli Soup with

Cheddar CheeseThis is a traditional British recipe for a classic soup of broccoli, onion and

cheese cooked in a milk-based stock thickened with a flour and butter roux.Serves:

4Ingredients:500ml (2 cups) milk3 tbsp butter2 tbsp finely-chopped onion1/2 tsp salt1/4 tsp

white pepper1/2 tsp thyme1/2 tsp garlic, finely chopped2 chicken stock/bouillon cubes360ml (1

1/2 cups) boiling water350g (14 oz) grated (shredded) cheddar cheese200g (8 oz) cooked,

finely-chopped broccoliMethod:Melt the butter in a pan and cook the onions until soft and

transparent. Add the flour and mix into the butter. Season well then cook for about 3 minutes,

stirring continually. Add the boiling water and stock cubes and cook slowly until thick. Then stir-

in the milk and whisk until smooth. Now add the cheese and broccoli and continue cooking until

the cheese has melted and the broccoli is cooked through.Serve in soup bowls, garnished with

chopped parsley.Cream of Broccoli with Cheese SoupThis is a traditional American recipe for a

classic soup of broccoli and celery cooked in a mix of condensed chicken broth and cream

that’s finished by the addition of cheese.Serves: 4Ingredients:200g (1/2 lb) diced onions50g (2

oz) butter1 tsp Lawry’s saltfreshly-milled black pepper, to taste400g (1 lb, scant) freshly-



chopped broccoli florets480ml (2 cups) single cream100g (4 oz) chopped celery350ml (1 2/5

cups) condensed chicken broth (tinned is fine)1 tsp freshly-chopped garlic2 to 4 tbsp plain

flour200g (1/2 lb) grated Cheddar cheeseMethod:Melt the butter in a pan and use this to fry the

onions and celery. Add the chicken broth and broccoli. Bring to a boil, reduce to a simmer and

cook until the broccoli is tender (about 12 minutes). Meanwhile, combine the flour and cream

until smooth then add this to the broccoli soup along with the garlic. Heat thoroughly (but do

not boil), Season with salt and pepper, add the cheese and serve as soon as all the cheese

has melted.Cream of Vegetable SoupThis is a traditional British recipe for a classic Vegetarian

soup of mixed vegetables finished in a milk base thickened with flour.Serves:

6Ingredients:100g (4 oz) carrots, scraped and shredded3 celery sticks, shredded100g (4 oz)

spinach or watercress, shredded1 large onion, finely chopped1.2l water1 tbsp parsley,

choppedsalt and freshly-ground black pepper, to taste4 tomatoes, blanched, peeled and

choppedpinch of sugar1 green bell pepper, cored, de-seeded and chopped1 tbsp plain

flour120ml whole milkMethod:Combine the carrots, celery, spinach (or watercress), onion,

water and parsley in a saucepan. Season to taste with salt and black pepper and bring to a

boil. Reduce to a simmer and cook for 25 minutes.At this point, add the tomatoes, sugar and

green bell pepper. Bring back to a simmer and cook for 10 minutes more, or until all the

vegetables are tender.Whisk the flour into the milk until smooth (use a heat-proof bowl). Whisk

in 300ml of the stock from the soup to temper then pour the mixture back into the soup and stir

to combine.Bring to a boil, stirring constantly. Take off the heat and immediately ladle into

warmed soup bowls. Serve.Cream of Onion SoupThis is a traditional British recipe for a classic

soup of onions in a milk base thickened with melted cheese.Serves: 4Ingredients:25g (1 oz)

butter2 small onions, finely chopped300ml (1 1/4 cups) water300ml (1 1/4 cups) whole milk50g

(2 oz) cheese, gratedsalt and freshly-ground black pepper, to tasteMethod:Combine the

blackcurrants and water in a preserving pan. Bring to a boil then take off the heat, turn into a

bowl and set aside until cold.Turn back into the pan, add the sugar and bring to a boil.

Continue boiling for 30 minutes then stir in the butter until melted. Take off the heat, turn into a

bowl and serve.This can be presented as a jam at tea-time and can then be re-heated to serve

as a fruit sauce or fruit pudding base at supper time.Cream of Chestnut SoupThis is a

traditional British recipe for a classic soup of sweet chestnuts flavoured with vegetables in a

water base that’s finished with single cream.Serves: 6Ingredients:500g (1 lb) chestnuts40g (1

1/2 oz) butter2 carrots, scraped and thinly sliced2 onions, chopped
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